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RECEPTION

ART WORK IN CLASS

RECEPTION

ART WORK IN CLASS

YEAR 1

ART WORK IN CLASS

Aboriginal Art inspired by Year One’s ‘Explorers & Adventurer’s’ topic and their ‘trip’ to
Australia where they saw how the Aboriginal people painted the animals around them.

Winter is snowboarding
Winter is making snow angels
Winter is having fun
Winter is eating snow
Winter is ice

YEAR 1

ART WORK IN CLASS

YEAR 2

ART WORK IN CLASS

NUMBER DAY

YEAR 2

ART WORK IN CLASS

YEAR 3

ART WORK IN CLASS

ANCIENT EGYPTIAN ART

YEAR 3

ART WORK IN CLASS

YEAR 4

THE KINGDOM OF BENIN & AFRICA

ART WORK IN CLASS

This bronze statue of
an ‘Oba’ was brought
in by Alice. Her
grandfather was given
it as a present from
the ‘Oba of Benin’ in
1969. The Kingdom of
Benin was famous for
its bronze sculptures.

Year 4 learned how to write
‘explanation texts’ about their
favourite African animals. They
explained where they live, what
they eat, how they attack!

YEAR 4

ART WORK IN CLASS

YEAR 5

ART WORK IN CLASS

YEAR 5

ART IN CLASS

Year 5 wrote their
own Mythical
Beasts and
Legend stories

YEAR 6

ART IN CLASS

YEAR 6

ART IN CLASS

BEAUTIFUL EGGS

LUCY BELL

FABERGÉ

Peter Carl Fabergé made a series of
beautiful jewelled Easter eggs for the
Russian royal family, between 1885 and
1916. Fabergé eggs are also called Imperial
Eggs since they were created for the Russian
Imperial family – the Tsar. The Imperial
Easter Eggs are regarded as one of
Fabergé’s greatest artistic achievements.
Fabergé created 50 eggs of which only 43
have survived. Easter was the most
important religious holiday for the Russian
Orthodox Church, so Tsar Alexander III
hired Fabergé to create unique Easter eggs
for his wife, the Empress Marie Fedorovna.
This lavish tradition of jewelled eggs has
continued for 32 years until 1917. Fabergé
eggs are very expensive and sought after.

STATIONS OF THE CROSS

NICHOLAS HEINSIUS

1. Jesus is
condemned to death

2. Jesus carries his
cross

3. Jesus falls for
the first time

4. Jesus meets his
afflicted mother

5. Simon helps Jesus
carry his cross

6. Veronica wipes
the face of Jesus

7. Jesus falls the
second time

8. Jesus meets the

9. Jesus falls a third
time

10. Jesus is stripped
of his clothes

11. Jesus is nailed
to the cross

12. Jesus dies on
the cross

13. Jesus is taken
down from the cross

women of Jerusalem

14. Jesus is laid in
the tomb

MINECRAFT TIPS

ZACHARY GOODWIN

The Unofficial Minecraft Helps and Tips
Guide

In minecraft you will need a sword to
guard you against mobs. You will need a
crafting table to craft and a bow to shoot
arrows. An axe to chop down trees and a
shovel to dig sand dirt and gravel.
Finally you will need a hoe to farm.
Armour will defend you.

Crafting table

bow

armour

tools

If you need to go to the Nether and you have not got any diamonds do this: Make
a glass tub and put lava in it. Then pour water on it. Then repeat this process on
its side, and again on the other side, and finally repeat this on the top.
YOU ARE DONE!!!

POPE FRANCIS

TOMASSO BATORI

ALL ABOUT THE POPE
In this article we will be finding out about Pope Francis’s daily life. The Pope is 76
and was born in Buenos Aries, Argentina, South America. He may seem like any other
Pope but he is very different. For example, unlike other Popes he doesn’t wear the red
shoes that that all the other Popes wore and he drives around in a second hand car
which he shipped over from South America to Rome.

This is a really old Renault 4L

The pope has a twitter and
facebook account and posts
something every day.

FACTS YOU SHOULD KNOW:






He is the first pope to be born outside of Europe in more than 1,000 years.
He cooks his own meals.
He is one of five children.
He was the runner-up in 2005, losing the papal election to Pope Benedict XVI.
After being elected pope, he remained standing on the same level as the
cardinal-electors rather than sitting in a throne.
 He speaks three languages: Spanish, Italian and German.
 He misses Argentina's famous meats when it comes to food.

POPE FRANCIS cont’d

TOMASSO BATORI

THE POPE’S DAILY LIFE:
Fr Guillermo Karcher is one of the Pope's closest friends. For years he worked
with the Vatican's Secretariat of State and then in 2006, he was named a master of
pontifical ceremonies. This is what he had to say:
When it comes to the Pope's schedule, he says he follows a strict pattern. He wakes
up at about 4.30 every morning. From 5.00 to 7.00 he prays and prepares the
homily of his daily Mass in Casa Santa Marta. After greeting everyone there, he
haves breakfast and then gets to work; everything from private meetings to public
events.
After meeting and greeting people, he also takes time to answer some letters. After
lunch, roughly between 2 and 3 o’clock, he takes a break. He then follows up with
more meetings until 7 o’clock. He prays the rosary, the Vespers and reads a few
documents before calling it a day at roughly 10pm. The Pope has had to cancel
some events this year, but Karcher says, his health is fine and that sometimes he
just needs to take a pause.
In the summer months of July and
August, the Pope has less public
events, but behind closed doors, he
is never really off the clock. So no
holidays for Papa Franciscus.
Interestingly, he doesn’t watch T.V.
either and he didn't see the World
Cup.
Above: Fr Guillermo Karcher &
Pope Francis.
Fr Karcher says, "He can manage a
lot of work. He's a very good listener
and he connects with people easily.
In fact, he is convinced that God
makes Himself present in these daily
encounters.”

It may seem like just a regular day for
someone who wants to be
recognized as just a regular Argentine
with an average passport. Except of
course, for the fact that he is the
Head of the Catholic Church and the
spiritual leader of more than 1 billion
Catholics in the world.

UNSUAL PATRON SAINTS

MIRIAM MCGINNIE

23 Unusual Saints you’ve probably never heard of!
St. Julian - Carnival Workers
St. Clare of Assisi - Television Writers
St. Genesius - Actors/Comedians
St. Barbara - Fireworks/Guns/Bombs
St. Drogo - Ugly People and Coffee
St. Clotilde - Disappointed Children
St. Sebastian - Unruly Children
St. Lidwina - Ice Skaters
St. Cajetan - Unemployed People
St. Cornelius - Twitching
St. Hubert of Liege - Fear Of Werewolves
St. Gummarus - Lumberjacks
St. Elgius - Gas Station Workers
St. Polycarp of Smyrna - Dysentery
St. Isadore of Seville - Computers/The Internet
St. Joseph of Cupertino - Astronauts
St. Roch - Gravediggers
St. Giles - Breastfeeding
St. Christopher - Bachelors
St. Gertrude of Nivelles - Fear Of Mice
St. Amrose - Beekeepers
St Magnus of Füssen – Caterpillars
St Vitus – Oversleeping
St Apollonia - Dentists

INTERVIEW WITH……

HANNAH BELL

MRS USHER
 How long have you been teaching?
I’ve been qualified for 20 years but had a lot of breaks.
 What is your favourite subject at School when you were younger?
English and games.
 When you’re teaching, what your favourite subject to teach?
Maths and history.
 Where else have your taught? Christchurch, St Mary Abbots and the
Oratory.
 What is your favourite Colour? Navy blue
 Am I’m right that you come from Newcastle and if so, which part do
you come from? Yes- near the coast.
 Where is the best place to visit near Newcastle? Hadrian’s Wall and the
beaches.
 What is your favourite food? I love salads, oatcakes, marmalade and dark
chocolate.
 Have you met someone famous before? Yes, Martin Clunes. He used to
live doors away from me.
 What are your favourite clothes? Jeans.
 What kind of music do you like? I like Jazz.
 Why do you like teaching? Because I like children.
 What is the most interesting place you travel to? Nepal

A POEM

ISABELLA CLOONAN

Filled With Emptiness
I'm a millionaire, just with no money,
I wander the streets, and I can make it be sunny.
I'm a master of creation, but just as normal as you,
And things that are false, I can make them turn true.
You can’t ever see me, but I'm always there,
Tracing your life, I follow you everywhere.
I do it for a living and you know this is true.
I can make things cold, or make things hot,
You’re not the only one this happens to,
And I can easily tie the world in a knot.
I'm everything at the same time as one,
I'm an elderly old man who can be as young as 21.
Anything possible comes out my words,
I have made more things than a shepherd has of herds.
All that has happened is yet to be,
And I can wipe out a whole army, without a flee.
I'm the creator of disguise and is the sneakiest spy,
What you have heard is nothing but true,
And yet not true, but that is up to you.
But the real question is, who am I?

A DELICACY…….

NICHOLAS HEINSIUS

100 Year Old Eggs

Century old eggs are supposed to be a delicacy. I know it looks disgusting but
people actually eat them!
They are a Chinese invention known as ‘pidan’ in China. They preserve the duck,
chicken or quail eggs in a mixture of clay, ash, salt and lime.
The yellow yolks turns a dark green/grey colour and goes creamy. It tastes and
smells of sulphur and ammonia (volcano/farts). The white part goes dark brown
and turns to a salty tasting jelly.
The 100 year old eggs are very expensive and the Chinese eat them at special
occasions like weddings.
They are normally served with pickled ginger roots and eaten on their own.
If you would like to try this at home, you can soak eggs in a mixture of salt, calcium
hydroxide, and sodium carbonate for 10 days then wrap the eggs in cling film and
leave to mature for several weeks. ENJOY!

GERMANY & TENERIFE

BY AMELIE & HANNAH

My Germany
Germany is a place of food (most of all the Germans like curry sausages and
sauerkraut). They do lots of homework but people are always happy and are never
sad.
The flag is black, red and yellow. If I could give this country a rating, I would give it
10/10.
The nearest countries bordering it are Poland, Denmark, Austria, Italy, Belgium,
Netherlands, France and lots more. The most common cities in Germany are
Hamburg, Berlin and Neuss.
Some people might think German language is a bit hard but if you practise you will
become a real German.
By Amelie

My Tenerife

By Hannah

Tenerife is an island it is part off the Canary Islands. It’s near the top of Africa. The currency is
the Euro. 43% of the entire Canary Islands' population lives in Tenerife. One is six people in
Tenerife is involved in the tourism/hospitality industry.
The Iberostar Anthelia Hotel is a fabulous 5-star family hotel in Costa Adeje, Tenerife.

BE CREATIVE

AMELIE

How to make a string telephone

To make a string telephone you will need to have:
String
Two cans
Scissors
1) First take a string about 2m long and take the scissors and cut the string.
2) Take the 2 cans and with the scissors cut a hole in it.
3) When you’ve done that take the string through the wholes and make a Knot at
the end.
4) Enjoy your talk

FUN IN THE KITCHEN

GENEVIEVE DE BEAUFORT

HOW TO MAKE A FAKE FRIED EGG!!!
You will need:

a ripe peach
Plain yoghurt
a plate
a knife

Firstly, take your knife and spread plain yoghurt around your plate.
Next, take a knife and peel the skin off the peach, then cut the peach in half and remove the
stone.
Finally, place the peach, flat side down right in the middle of the yoghurt.
Now serve it to your friends and family and you’re done. It looks like a real fried egg!

... And here’s one I made earlier. DELICIOUS!

WORD SEARCH

ALICE BROWN

EMPEROR HADRIAN’s WORDSEARCH
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FIND THESE WORDS HORIZONTALLY, VERTICALLY, DIAGONALLY,
FORWARDS & BACKWARDS IN EACH WAY:
SOLDIER

WALL

LEGION

ROMAN

BATTLE

BRITANNIA

EMPEROR

TERROR

DEAD

HADRIAN

CONQUEROR

ROME

INTERVIEW WITH MUMMY

MIRIAM McGINNIE

My mummy, Catherine, has agreed to talk to me about
‘before I was born’. I asked her the 5 ‘W’ questions.

What did you do before we were born?
One of the jobs I did was doing biomedical research on Type 1
diabetes.
Why did you do it and did you like it?
I had done a PhD in molecular biology and the techniques we used
could be applied to human genetic diseases. This seemed like a
good use of my skills, but Type 1 diabetes is a very complex
disease, and the genetics have still not been worked out. We were
involved in a lot of cutting edge research but we didn’t really solve
any problems.
Who did you work for?
The University of Oxford
Where did you do it?
The surgery department in the John Radcliffe Hospital, Oxford
When you started it, how old where you?
I was 23 years old.

WORLD KNOWLEDGE

DARCY O’CONNOR

Guess the country by its shape
Good luck!
2

3

1

4
7

5

6

12
8

10

9

11

ANSWERS ON THE LAST PAGE

EASTER THEME PHOTO

COMPETITION

Taken by Loretta Cloonan, Year 4 ‘Daffodils’
.

Taken by Sarah Fleming, Year 3 ‘Crocus’

Taken by Mattia Fazio, Year 4 ‘Easter Collection’

Taken by Valentina Fazio, Year 2,
‘Daffodils’

WINNER: Sarah Fleming
2nd PRIZE: Mattia Fazio
3rd PRIZE: Valentina Fazio
RUNNER UP: Loretta Cloonan
Taken by Valentina Fazio,

‘Easter Collection’

ELECTION DAY

TOMASSO BATORI

Election Day in the United Kingdom has always been traditionally held on a Thursday.
It is like this because Thursday arose as the best day for the occasion for many reasons. These are
the reasons why this day is suitable:
Firstly, having the election on a Friday, Saturday or Sunday would have resulted in drunken voters
who would not be thinking properly. Especially, if it was held after a ‘Pay Day’ for workers which
was usually on a Friday.
People usually wanted to relax at the weekend so would not want to leave their house and visit a
Polling Station.
The people decided to choose Thursday because it was always ‘Market Day’ in the towns and
villages and so people would have been out of their houses anyway and would be more inclined
to decide to vote.
Having the Election day as far after a Sunday as possible would reduce the influence of Sunday
sermons.
Even though the UK does it on Thursday, most other countries do it on Sundays.
Under the Fixed-term Parliaments Act 2011, all future General Elections shall take place on the
First Thursday in May every five years. Polling stations open in the United Kingdom open at 7am
and close at 10pm.
Our school has traditionally been a Polling Station, but for the first time in many years, we have
not been asked to give up one day at school for voters, so school will be open on Thursday 7 th
May.

BEST BOOKS

MIRIAM McGINNIE

BEST BOOKS FOR 9 – 12 YEAR OLDS
Inkheart by Cornelia Funke
Inkheart is an entertaining book about a man named Mo who
adores reading aloud. Unfortunately, one night while doing so
for his wife Teresa (commonly known as Resa) he reads out
two bloodthirsty characters, Capricorn and Basta. They work
together to kill, injure and kidnap people. He also reads out a
fire eater named Dustfinger and his pet martin. Meanwhile
Capricorn and Basta capture Mo and his daughter Meggie. So
now Meggie, Mo and their unhelpful Aunt Agatha are caught
up in a whirlwind of adventure.

.

THE HUNGER
GAMES
By Suzanne Collins

Set in the future, in the ruins of a place once known as North
America, lies the nation of Panem, a shining Capitol surrounded
by 12 Districts. Each year the Districts are forced by the Capitol
to send one boy and one girl between the ages of 12 and 18 to
participate in the Hunger Games, a brutal and terrifying fight to
the death – televised for all of Panem to see. Survival is second
nature for 16 year old Katniss Everdeen, who struggles to feed
her mother and younger sister, following the death of her father,
by secretly hunting and gathering beyond the fences of District
12. When Katniss steps in to take the place of her sister in the
Hunger Games, she knows it may be her death sentence. Will she
survive?

The Tree That Sat Down

by Beverley Nichols

Part of a trilogy, The Tree That Sat Down tells the story of
young Judy and Mrs Judy, who live in an enormous willow
tree in an enchanted forest where all the animals talk and the
trees and elements themselves have magic powers.
This idyllic lifestyle changes when the evil Sam and the
unusually beautiful Miss Smith (a witch in disguise) move into
the forest. When Judy discovers that the two newcomers are
not only cheating the animals, but also hurting them, it seems
she must take steps. But what is to be done?

POP MUSIC CHOICE

ISABELLA CLOONAN

TOP TEN SONGS 2015
1. Uptown Funk – Mark Ronson ft. Bruno Mars
2. Wish you Were Mine – Philip George
3. Blank Space – Taylor Swift
4. Up – Olly Murs ft. Demi Lovato
5. Take Me To Church – Hozier
6. Promesses – Tchami
7. Thinking Out Loud – Ed Sheeran
8. Heroes – Alesso ft. Tove Lo
9. Something I Need – Ben Haenow
10. Shake It Off – Taylor Swift

EVER FEEL LIKE THIS?

DARCY O’CONNOR

Homework
Homework, homework I hate you, you stink
I wish I could wash away in the sink.
Why put yourself through so much misery,
When you can play with your best friend Hillary.

Homework, homework you’re a waste of my time,
I’d rather suck on a whole lime.

Homework, homework I hate you, you stink
I wish I could wash you away in the sink.

By Darcy

CONFUSING ART

AMELIE

TALK LIKE THE QUEEN
1.

ISABELLA CLOONAN

LISTEN & COPY

Find videos of The Queen and other people speaking in a posh accent and try to copy them. Pay close attention
to how certain words are pronounced and how they form their sentences. Do this with a friend so they can check
if you sound the same as the person in the video or record yourself and play it back to compare the accents. You
could also watch My Fair Lady.
2.

PRONOUNCIATION & ENUNCIATION

Pronunciation is the way you say words and enunciation is how clearly you say them.
To speak like The Queen, you need to make sure you pronounce words correctly AND you enunciate everything
you say (speak very very clearly and with confidence).
If you want to speak with a posh accent, you will probably need to change the way you pronounce certain words
and letters. For example the ‘r’, ‘u’ and ‘t’ sounds are pronounced differently. Visit this website for a detailed
lesson: ‘how to speak in a British accent’ by wikihow.
A simple trick for Received Pronunciation is that many words are pronounced as they are written (e.g. when
people say the word ‘February’ they usually pronounce it ‘feb-you-ry’ or ‘feb-you-air-ree’ but if you want to speak
with a posh accent, you should pronounce it ‘feb-rue-air-ree’). You should also try to make your vowel sounds
longer (e.g. instead of pronouncing ‘lovely’ as ‘luv-ly’, posh people pronounce it ‘laahh-v-ly’).
3.

LEARN POSH VOCABULARY

If you want to speak like The Queen, you will probably need to start using different vocabulary. For example, you
should start using ‘the royal one’ to replace ‘I’, ‘me’ or ‘you’ and you should replace ‘common’ words with more
‘elegant’ ones. To accept a dinner invitation, instead of saying “Yes, let’s go for dinner”, you could say “Indeed,
one would be delighted to join one for dinner”.
4.

PRACTICE, PRACTICE, PRACTICE!

When you have mastered all these new ways to speak, it is important that you practise as much as possible. The
more you practise, the easier it will become and the more natural you will sound. Why not arrange a ‘talk like The
Queen’ evening or sleepover at your house where everyone for the whole day has to speak with a posh accent all
night? Oh and remember, never EVER use slang or shortcuts for words: It’s – It Is, you know… Good luck
being the Queen!

DID YOU KNOW.....

LUKE NEWLAND

Sea turtles
Sea turtles are an endangered species because they are hunted for
their shells as decoration.
Luckily their population is rising because female sea turtles lay 100 to
200 eggs at a time .

THE MAGAZINE CLUB
WISH YOU ALL A VERY
HAPPY & HOLY EASTER

1.

Norway

2.

Chile

3.

Portugal

4.

England

5.

India

6.

New Zealand

7.

Italy

8.

North America

9.

Australia

10

Sri Lanka

11.

Spain

12.

Japan

ANSWERS to WORLD KNOWLEDGE

